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THE assumption that the languages and

cultures which migrants brought with them would not
survive beyond the first generation has proved erroneous, and this error has been acknowl
edged, at least at the level of formal declarations, both by the Australian government through
its adoption of the policy of lasting multiculturalism, and by the Australian Church. The concept
of assimilation, which in 1957 was conceived, at best, in terms of "transitional pluralism", to
be tolerated as a necessary but temporary "burden", has given way to an acceptance of the
value of cultural pluralism. The recognition that languages and cultures which migrants bring
with them can be transmitted to subsequent generations requires that the Catholic Church
make provision for the pastoral care of the descendants in the cultural idiom of their ethnic
heritage.
Such a policy is in line with Paul VI's 1969 letter, and the Bishops Congregation's
Instruction De Pastorali Migratorum Cura which accompanied it. These documents spoke of
the rights of people to have their "own mentality, their own language, their own culture, and
their own religion", as their "spiritual heritage", which would "persist outside the homeland".
In commenting on Paul VI's letter, Fr. De Paolis (1984:21) notes that, "the specific care of
migrants is not to be limited by time or generation, but it is to last 'as long as usefulness
indicates'''. In subsequent generations, even if the ethnic language proves fragile, the cultural
identity of the people should receive special attention, so that their "own mentality" can be
expressed even in the new language. This view has subsequently received further endorse
ment from the Pontifical Commission for Migration (1985) which reminds all churches that "the
need for cultural identity extends to the descendants of migrants by taking into account their
popular religious practices" (3.2).
The acceptance of the benefits of the pluralist approach, both for minority ethnic groups
and for the country as a whole was slow to mature at the official government level, as well as
within the Australian Catholic Church. But by the mid 1970s, however, the ideological climate
had begun to change and the concept of multiculturalism was endorsed by the Churchthrough
its Social Justice Document (1977) and for the Australian government by the then Prime
Minister, Mr. Fraser (1981), who said:
Multiculturalism is about diversity, not division - it is about interaction not
isolation. It is about cultural and ethnic differences set within a framework of
shared fundamental values which enables them to co-exist on a complemen
tary rather than competitive basis.
The basis of multiculturalism has been even more closely articulated by the present Pope
who has frequently spoke of the need forthe Church to respond tothe cultural diversity among
the faithful, by relying on its own tradition of pluralism and universalism. This tradition is seen
bythe Pope to reside in the shared values embodied inthe Catholic faith - a faith which provides
a unifying framework within which a great diversity of cultures can flourish. Indeed, no recent
Pope has better understood the significance of culture in human life or spoken more frequently
of the need to protect the cultural rights of individuals by accepting cultural pluralism.
The Pope has demonstrated his dedication to his beliefs not only by his words but also in
his practice. This has been shown in his efforts to visit all parts of the world parish and to speak
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to the faithful in the language that they understand best. His visit to Australia too showed that
he did not behave as an outsider but, while remaining Catholics oftheir common traditions that
transcended national differences, he was prepared to openly embrace aspects of local
heritage, as he did when he stopped in Alice Springs to participate in a ceremony that
incorporated aspects of Aboriginal cultures.
In his Encyclical Siavorum Apostoli (Par. 27), John Paul II has proclaimed clearly that,
ethnic cultural heritages within each country must be respected and preserved, while
remaining open to each other, so that each generation and each group has the liberty to use
and re-interpret aspects of its own, as well as other groups', culture.
Forfull Catholicity, every nation, every culture has its own part to play in the
universal plan of salvation. Every particular tradition, every local Church must
remain open and alert to the other communion; were it to remain closed on
itself, it would run the risk of becoming impoverished.

ETHNIC DIVERSITY IN AUSTRALIA
Australian pluralism dates from the time before European settlement, since the Aborigineswho
migrated to this continent some 50,000 years ago, were not culturally homogenous but spoke
over 250 languages, of which 200 still survive and some 50 have a chance to be perpetuated
(Senate Standing Committee on Education and the Arts, 1984, para 8.7, p. 81). The British
migrants who arrived after 1788 contained a large number of Celtic peoples, some of whom
still continue to speak the Welsh, Irish or Scottish Gaelic of their homelands. During the course
of the nineteenth century, while Aboriginal numbers declined to the point where they
constituted nomorethan thirteen percent of the population in 1861, the proportion ofthe British
and Irish taken together remained at around 90 percent, until the massive migration of
continental Europeans after World War II, when that figure decreased to ca. the
three-quarters mark (Price, 1985). Over the same period the proportion of those of Irish
ancestry per se fell frol'Tl over 25 percent (or possibly even higher during the Gold Rush days)
to approximately eighteen percent.
As a result of the postwar influx of migrants from mainly Catholic countries, there is now
over eight percent of Australians whose ancestry (as calculated by Price on the basis of both
paternal and maternal origins) lies in Southern Europe, including over four percent from Italy.
The four percent of the popUlation who originate in Eastern Europe include those of Polish,
Croatian, Siovakand Slovenian backgrounds. Recently there has been an increased flow of
migrants from Lebanon and Vietnam. Migrants from some of these countries have been
overwhelmingly Catholic. To take an example from South Australia, the 1981 figures (by
birthplace alone) show that while for every 10,000 people in that state, the Italian-born
constitute 244 persons, their proportion for every 10,000 members of the Catholic community
amounted to over 1,100, with corresponding figures from Poland being (53 and 209); Malta (17
and 73): Netherlands (83 and 137); Yugoslavia (71 and 194) and Germany (115 and 148).
Figures for the archdiocese of Melbourne, as given by Bernardi (1986:26), prOVide a stark
demonstration of the multicultural nature of the Church, at least insofarasthe number offaithful
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is concerned. Catholics born outside Australia from non-English speaking backgrounds
amount to 32.6 percent oftt16 total Catholic popUlation, and this figure rises to 63 percent when
the second generation is mcludHd. Italians form the largest ethnic minority. They show a deep
attachment to their religion, which forms an integral part of their culture, so that "rejecting
Catholicism is equal to rejecting one's own Italian culture" (op. cit., p.18). The same holds for
Catholics from many other ethnic backgrounds for whom their religion is inextricably linked
with their history and social Hte
The significance of such CUltWTtI interpretations of data suggests that "objective" figures
based on the bil1hplace and anc6stry of mudern Australians, need to be supplemented with
cultural data on what present day Australians actually think and do - i.e., to consider people's
identification or cuiturai perc;8ptlc,n~ cl.S well as their activities. Hence any estimation of ethnic
diversity bV ancest,y EliOIlE: is more ,:,r an nistoricai interest, while the computation of people
by mixed ancestry wlJlch IIIvoives gi\:ing, tGr example, an Aborigine 0.5 allocation if only one
of his parents is of Aboriginal stock, may ignore the fact that the person concerned feels wholly
Aboriginal in terms of ethnic identification,
Ethnicity by identification refers to people's feelings, attitudes and desires concerning
what group they belong to. The Australian census, unlike its Canadian counterpart, provides
no information ofthis kind, but research investigations show that a large numberof Australians,
including man~i voung people born In this country to immigrant parents, retain a sense of ethnic
identity linked to their parent's cultural group (Australian Ethnic Affairs Council, 1977).
Our G'Nn research in depth on a sample of young people of non-English-speaking
backgrounds educated in Australian schools and tertiary institutions has revealed the extent
oftheir sense of ethnic identity and firm attachment to things that originate from their ancestral
hO:T,elands. In their memoirs the writers have reiterated their pride in their heritage and a desire
to see it continued and passed to future generations in Australia (Smolicz and Secombe, 1981,
1985,1986). Questionnaire studies on larger samples, such as a Catholic school survey in
South Australia (n ~-' 1756), also show a widespread acceptance of the idea of ethnic identity
(Smolicz and Lean, 1979, 1984). When given a chance, parents identified themselves as
British- and Irish-Australians, or as members of minority ethnic groups such as Polish-,
German-, Dutch·· and Italian-Austraiian. The figures revealed some degree of persistence of
Irish-Australian identity, in that fifteen percent of fathers and sixteen percent of mothers
ciaimed to be insn-Austraiian, whereas the figures for birthplace were only one percent and
two percent, respectively, The largest non-British group of parents was Italian, with twenty
percent of mothers and 22 percent of fathers identifying themselves as Italian-Australians. The
Italian··Australian::; were also tile subject of a sur.rey by Bernardi (1986:26) who provides
evidence that in Catholic parishes in Melbourne, "regular Italian Mass...offers an indentity
event to their faith and to their basically Catholic culture". The young people's use of the ethnic
tongue during Mass strengthens their family bonds as well as their Catholic faith, and at the
same tilY,S rfiinfcrcos their ethnic identity
.. PI ural ism and idHntity" is therefore a widespread phenomenon in Australia, and to varying
degrees it emr·{·i.v:es all ethnic. groupso Those who identify with the Anglo-Australian majority
find that thE~ mainstream cuiture and institutions of Australian society underpin their ethnic
identity. ir: c(;ntras!. minority ethnic identity is frequently incomplete since it depends mainly
on ClOS9 farnih!3nd eti"miG friendship ties, and lacks the necessary cultural and educational
support for its fijll development. In consequence ethnic youth often feel that they have been
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deprived of the chance to develop their full ethnic heritage, especially literacy in their home
language. Schools (whether State or Catholic) are increasingly being questioned for having
failed in pastto provide the necessary courses, as well asfor having devalued minority cultures,
whether intentionally or unintentionally.
As a result of this neglect, some of these young people from minority ethnic backgrounds
become disillusioned or resentful at the denial of their right to develop their home culture.
Attempts at assimilation may thus have consequences directly opposite to those intended, in
that such youth may seek refuge in separate minority ethnic groupings, which could challenge
the resilience of Australian society. Their predicament highlights the importance ofthe majority
group's response to minorities, including their treatment by the Catholic church. Indeed,
provision of appropriate schooling, as well as of liturgical services, which are in line with their
own tradition, provides the way towards increasing "their participation in the life of the parish,
as well as making them more generous and responsive" (Bernardi, 1986:26). As Bakalarz
(1981: 101) reports on the decision of the Synod of Bishops, "The fundamental postUlate of
catechization is to instill the message of Salvation in the receivers' culture".
Ethnicity can, indeed, most effectively be judged on the basis of cultural criteria, such as
language usage, and patterns of family relationships that are distinctive to a particular ethnic
group. For example, empirical findings on linguistic usage and literacy in almost every minority
language show that many young Australians do speak their family tongue, although mainly in
a domestic setting and, due to inadequate schooling, generally have only limited Iiterarcy
schools (Harris and Smolicz, 1977; Smolicz, 1979).
Today there are more than a million bilingual Australians who regularly use
a language other than English when talking with friends and families or on
religious or social occasions...Thefoliowing languages otherthan English are
spoken regularly by at least 45,000 people: Arabic, Dutch, French, German,
Greek, Italian, Polish, Spanish, and the languages of Yugoslavia.
Following the inflow from Indochina, Vietnamese and Chinese can be added to these minority
languages. Our own empirical data on Catholic secondary school students in South Australia
also shows a continued and sustained use of ethnic languages in the children's homes. The
figures from the survey show that Italians and Poles have the greatest use of their ethnic tongue
(88% and 85%), followed by Germans (70%) and the Dutch (65%) (Smolicz and Lean, 1979,
1984).
In terms of cultures and languages used in daily life, as well as identity and ancestry,
Australia must, therefore, be regarded as a plural society.

JOHN PAUL" AND THE CONCEPT OF CUL TURE
For the Pope it is the cultural dimension of diversity that is of the utmost significance in the work
ofthe Church. To ignore a people's culture is to ignore them as human beings and as members
of the Church - and hence to defile their faith. Long before his elevation to the office of the
Supreme Pontiff, writing for a Catholic intellectual periodical Znak in 1964, Karol Wojtyla
stressed that culture:
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is one of those terms which are most intimately connected with man and
define his existence, and in a sense, point to his very essence. Man makes
culture, needs culture, and through culture creates himself. Culture consists
of a set of meanings through which man expresses himself more than through
anything else. He expresses himself to himself and others. All works of culture
which last longer than man's life are witnesses to him. It is a testimony to
spritual life. and to the human spirit which lives not only on account of
mastering all matter, but lives in itself by ideals accessible to him alone, and
only for him meaningful (...) Man then, as a maker of culture, gives witness to
his very humanness. (Quoted by Woznicki, 1982:10-11).
The same theme has reappeared often in the words of the Pope since the beginning of his
pontificate, as in his address to UNESCO (1981).
Man lives a really human life thanks to culture (and) culture is a specific way
of man's 'existing' and 'being' (...) In the unity of culture, as the specific way
of human existence, there is rooted at the same time the plurality of cultures
in the midst of which man lives.
As His Grace the Auxiliary Bishop of Melbourne Dr. E.G. Perkins (1980:3) has noted, the
Pope provides here "the philosophical Iink... between the dignity of human person and a
recognition and respect for his culture". The Bishop points out that this is also in line with Paul
VI's recognition of the interdependence between the fundamental dignity of the human person
and his "essential, irreversable and universal right to preserve and develop his own ethnic,
cultural and linguistic patrimony".
Such a profound and largely philosophical approach to the concept of culture carries with
it certain sociological implications which are best examined through the clarification of the
complementary concepts of heritage and tradition, as well as further analysis of those
fundamental aspects of culture (or its "core values") which are closely associated with a
particular ethnic or national group.

TRADITION AND THE CORE VALUES OF CUL TURE
Heritage can be defined as that aspect of actual behavior "which has... been preserved from
the past" (Szacki, 1971). It is further interpreted as "certain patterns of muscular, emotional
and mental responses which shape dispositions of group members and which are transmitted
as heritage of the group" (Ossowski, 1965). Theconcept of tradition can then be further refined
as, "that part of the heritage which is being actively evaluated by those living today, i.e., it is
that part of the heritage which excites feelings of approval and disapproval in the current
generation by involving it in an act of identification or dissassociation with predecessors"
(Smolicz, 1974). When defined in such terms, tradition represents a special kind oflink between
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the past and the present, since it demands an active display of the sentiments of acceptance
or rejection. Indeed, a living tradition must be continually revalued to meet the changing
situation of the group, in order to survive as a tradition.
From this perspective, the possibilities of culture modification under the impact of
pluralism need not be restricted tothe changes in the tradition of each particular ethnic group,
taken in isolation from those of others. Each ethnic generation can select some specific part
of its heritage and reformulate and adjust it, as it judges appropriate in relation to the cultures
of other groups: some parts of it may cease to be reversed or replaced through the process
of interaction with another culture. In this way each generation and each group - be it ethnic,
national or religious - maintains its culture, while at the same time introducing into it some new
values and forms. This applies to the cultural aspects of even to the greatest community in the
world - the Catholic Church.
To survive as an entity, group members must therefore both safeguard their culture by
singling out some of its aspects as a living tradition, while atthe same time modifying it to meet
the social, economic and political demands of the day. In recent years the Catholic Church has
changed its liturgy and other aspects of its organizational life, but without surrendering the
fundamental doctrines of its faith. This illustrates that in every culture there are certain
fundamental pivots that require special care in the face of rapid change. It is on the
maintenance and modification of such pivots that the survival of the society, community or
group largely depends. Those pivots can be referred to as the core values of the group
(Smolicz, 1981). It is our belief, for example, that despite very significant changes, the post
Conciliar Church has retained its core.
Ethnic groups vary in the values that they regard as "core". These may range from a
language that has been specifically linked historically with the group in question (e.g., Polish,
Lithuanian, Croatian), to a particular type of family structure (Italian), religion or territory
(Israeli). Like other aspects of culture, core values may also be affected by new valuations and
external or internal influences, but their excessively rapid or forced abandonment threatens
the disintegration of the whole cultural and social fabric of the group.
The concept of a changing tradition outlined above is compatible with the preservation of
the core values that members consider essential for the survival of their group as a distinct
collectivity, possessing its own identity that is transimittable from generation to generation.
Tradition conceived in this way has a double application in Australia (both in general terms and
ethnic plural dimensions) - it relates both to the Church per se, and to Australia as the country
in which it is situated.

THE CHANGING TRADiTION OF AUSTRALiAN PLURALiSM
From the time the country became a British colony, the ethnically diverse nature of Australian
society has evoked a range of responses oscillating between pluralism and monism. The basis
of these changes in tradition is to be found in the heritage of the British group which has played
the dominant role from the beginning of European settlement. That heritage has undergone
a series of modifications, as successive generations either espoused a tolerate approach to
the cultural pluralism or, alternatively, succumbed to periods of xenophobia and ethnocen
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trism. The latter phenomena usually accompanied wars among the nations of Europe which
almost invariably cast a shadow on ethnic and race relations in Australia (Selleck, 1980).
Initially British settlers wished to make the new country as close to "home" as possible,
burned the "bush" and tried to obliterate native vegetation, while diseases and dislocation from
theirtraditional territory were almost as effective in diminishing the number of native inhabitants
of the continent. FollOWing this period of destruction, there was a phase of separation, when
Aborigines were segregated in their reserves, while some selected aspects of the settlers'
European heritage was being implanted into them. The phase of "dominant separation"
toward Aborigines contrasted with a somewhat more tolerant appreciation of cultu ral variation
in relation to people from various parts of Europe who were escaping religious persecution or
who were attracted to Australia by the lure of gold (Borrie, 1954). Evidence of a more tolerant
climate at the end of the nineteenth century is provided by the existence of a flourishing press
in languages other than English, as well as the operation of over a hundred bilingual schools
(Clyne, 1985).
Reaction against pluralism, and a return to the British-Australian heritage as the only
legitimate cultural source, came at the time of the First World War. As a result, all German
language schools were closed down, and prohibitionist legislation making English the only
language of instruction was introduced in education. Indeed, the use of languages other than
English came to be viewed as verging on treason. This monistic trend in Australian society
persisted intothe years after the Second World War. To be an "Australian" mean to be a British
Australian, at least in cultural terms, while those of other ancestries were expected 10 make
valiant efforts to eradicate theirformer cultures and languages. This assimilationist expectation
applied also to Aborigines who, even ifthey could not alter their physical appearance, or avoid
the racial mark of "Aboriginality", could at least acquire to become "real Australians" by
forgetting their languages and heritage.
The assimilationist tradition began to wane in Australia during the late sixties, but formal
acceptance ofthe policy labelled "multi-culturalism" had towait untilthe present decade. Only
then it became more or less grudgingly acknowledged that an Aboriginal, or a person from a
non-English-speaking background could be a "real Australian", while at the same time
retaining core values of a culture that was different from the one brought over from Britain. The
tradition of cultural pluralism, as opposed to the rhetoric of official multiculturalism, has been
even slower to establish itself in practice. Indeed, even today it can hardly be regarded as fully
accepted by all Australians, with people showing a degree of ambivalence in looking to
different parts of heritage for inspiration and guidance.

PRINCIPLES OF AUSTRAL/AN MUL TlCUL TURAL/SM
In recent years the concern in Australia has been how to achieve stability or "cohesion" in a
society composed of a number of ethnic groups, of which one is dominant. In this context, it
may be preferable to follow the suggestion of the Rector of the United Nations University,
Professor Soedjatmoko (1985) and place the stress on "resilience", rather than on "stability"
or "cohesion", since these smack of authoritarianism and imposition of unity by force. The ad
vantage of a resilient society is that it is capable of absorbing innovation and cultural change
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without the danger of fragmentation This c.:H' (Jnl', :)t; ,-.cnieved if the: heritage of the dominant
group is transmitted in a flexibie way,vhicn p\~(nlllS i' lC [,p activated in a modified form as a
tradition that is shared by all nie groups. d/H:J to \Nt'lich ort,Gr ethnic heritages can also make
their contribution.
This type of resilience d8pends on the cryStallization of an overarching framework of
values which is acceptable to members of trle constituent ethnic groups. Such groups can, of
course, continue to cultivate their own specific core values as a tradition for their own
purposes, while at the same time making them available for interaction purposes with other
groups. In this sense, such a pool of ethnic values ien lain::; in equilibrium with the overarching
frame, so that the latter can respond to the changing needs and interests of all Australians. It
is fortunate that in Australia the process of cultural interaction has already proceeded far
enough to permit the evolution of a set of values that over· arch most ethnic groups. These
include shared beliefs in values such as those of parliamentary democracy; the freedom ofthe
individual; a "mixed" economic system that is partly based on private enterprise and partly
upon state initiatives; as well as Australian legal institutions (Srnolicz, 1984).
Although up till now the overarching framework has been largely British derived, it is
already far from being identical Wittl the British system. Australian federalism, for example, was
born long before the post-World War II influx of non-Britisll immigrants. Furthermore, unlike
the situation in the U. K., there has never been an establistled State Church in this country. There
is nodoubt, however, thatthe post-War migration from non-British source countries has further
contributed to the independent development of shared values away from the original model.
Moreover, there is an increasing appreciation tllat if a multicultural perspective is to be a
permanent feature of Australian society, then those values of the dominant group which have
percolated into the overarching framework should no longer be regarded as the majority's own
private domain, but as the common possession ot all citizens, whatever their ethnic back
ground.
There is, for example, an accumulation of research evidence that minority ethnic groups
recognize the importance of English as all ,-lVerarching value. in the sense that it is indispen
sable for communication among all Australians afi(J the principal vehicle for political, economic
and legal activities of society (Marjoribanks, 1979, 1980; Smoiicz and Secombe, 1977, 1983).
However, the acceptance of English by ail ethnic grmlps is based upon the understanding that,
forthose who wish to preserve their native ldngLJ8, English represents an additional language,
rather than the sale and unique means of communication, and that other community
languages are not restricted to ;je,r nestie (.ori(:0~·i~ but. wherever possible, are taught in school
and used in other public places. inclu(Jing Church worship (South Australian Ministerial Task
Force on Multiculturalism ancl Education,I~184 $molicz. 1986; Commonwealth Department
of Education (La Bianco Report, 1987)
The insistence by rnany rninority ethnic .Austral lans on presHrving their core values in order
that their cultures can retain inteQrity does not mean that one can expect any culture (whether
minority or even majority) to be HlcoqjOrat~d und1angecJ and in toto into a plural society such
asAustralia. In a modern multicultllrRl state, rnodifications or even losses of certain institutional
and cultural forms are to some e:x1ent Inevitable. as the overalching framework develops on
the basis of the cultures of more than one eth~lic group, and some partiCUlar values lose their
relevance. The "contributing" groups are, of course, free to cherish their cultures within such
a flexible overarching frame, by activating those particular aspects ottheir heritages that they
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find indispensable in retaining their unique traditions. The values that are most likely to survive
and develop are those that can be accommodated within the framework to which they can at
the same time actively contribute.

THE POPE'S COMMENTS ON MULTICULTURALISM IN AUSTRALIA
Appreciation of the Australian form of multiculturalism was expressed by John Paul II during
his recent visit to this country. His own philosophical and spiritual approach to culture, as the
very basis of human existence, leads him both to expect and accept plurality. The Pope
condemns any wilful denial of cultural plurality, as it crystallizes within the overarching
frameworks of Australian society, and the Catholic Church. Any such denial violates the
inalienable right of all individuals to build their own life by selecting from among the different
cultural sources available to them in a plural society. In commenting on the process, whereby
individuals construct their own personal cultural systems, the Pope, when still Archbishop of
Cracow (1964), concluded that in this way, "culture as found in the innermost core of each
particular person is different and unique".
Speaking in Adelaide on the theme of "multiculturalism", John Paul II referred to Australia
as a "land of many cultures", and of "different ethnic groups shaped by traditions, attitudes
and hopes of so many people". After recollecting the history of some of the immigrants, the
Pope spoke about the "shaping of your cultureas the people of Australia", on the basis ofthese
different heritages. He noted that:
The tensions, which sometimes arise when people of different history,
traditions, cultures and faiths seek to live side by side, have to be overcome
in a spirit of true openness and brotherhood.
In the Pope's view the principle of "brotherhood" and "reconciliation" of differences is
applicable even to people of different faiths. It holds with even greater force for Catholics,
united by faith and membership of the universal Church, a Church which provides them with
its own overarching framework of Christian values. In this way, the Church makes its own
contribution towards the resilience and multiculturalism of Australian society. By providing
spritual bonds of shared faith that stretch across cultures, the Church helps in the integration
of Catholic migrants who are not "strangers", but members of the same religious community
holding the shared values that were established long before migration.
John Paul II referred tothe multitudes present at "this Eucharistic assembly" - as, in being
itself, a "symbol" and "vision" of unity:
You are the people gathered from' every race, language and way of life', made
on in Jesus Christ and in his Church
This concept of unity "in Jesus Christ", is based on the twin principles which so often John Paul
II links together: all people's right to "self-respect and dignity" and to "love and value what is
good in their own heritage".
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These words do not implya blind adherence to every item of the vast inheritance that ethnic
and national groups invariably receive from past generations. The heritage in question is
qualified by the word "good", which implies the need for its evaluation by each generation of
the faithful, with a right to reinterpret the worth of each particular item in relation to their current
situation. This reinterpretation has to be carried out, however, in an atmosphere of freedom,
with no overt or covert force being applied to coerce people into submission to the tradition
of another, more powerful and aggressive group. Such cultural aggresssion is condemned by
the Pope, in the words:
Every expression of hostility towards others builds a wall of tension between
people and reveals a heart of stone. Every act of discrimination is an act of
injustice and a violation of personal dignity.

THE TRADITION OF CULTURAL PLURALISM IN THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
These words of John Paull! spoken in Australia do not represent any sudden change in the
pluralist tradition of the universal Church, either in relation to its own internal arrangements or
in its approach to the societies where it fulfills its pastoral mission. Nevertheless, John Paull! 's
profound understanding of culture and his personal dedication to human dignity and the right
of individuals to their heritage, make the Church's call for pluralism within the unity of faith
particularly urgent, and demanding of attention. In this sense, the Pope's strongly pluralist
stance in relation to migrants and ethnic minorities must be regarded as a further articulation
ofthe message of Paul VI (1969) and the Apostolic Constitution (Exsul Familia of Pius XII (1952).
While the latter may be regarded as the fundamental document which treated the problem of
pastoral care of migrants in a unified manner, the multicultural tradition of the Church can be
traced back to the experiences of first century Christians. The Apostle Paul found it necessary
to defend in the strongest terms the cultural rights of the Gentile Christians in the Greek and
Latin cities of the Roman Empire against the demands of many of the Jewish Christians that
all converts to Christianity should undergo the Jewish rite of circumcision. The question of
cultural pluralism in the Church was already on the agenda of the IV Lateran Council held in
1215, which decreed that:
Bishops who in their cities and dioceses exercise pastoral care over people
speaking a variety of tongues should avail themselves of the services of
appropriate clergy who can minister in the language and rite of the given
people (quoted by Zaba, 1987:51).
As in any institution with a very long history, however, the Church within itself has
experienced the "ebb and flow" between a greater insistence on uniformity and centralized
control, and periods that were marked by tolerance of variation and local autonomy. These
changes in the Church's interpretation of its heritage can be observed, for example, in its
relations with Christian Churches of the East.
Until the break between Rome and Constantinople inthe eleventh century, the Church was
demonstrably pluralist in its internal structure, since it was an heirto the trad itions ofthe Eastern
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interpretation of Christianity, as well as to those of the West. In sUbsequent centuries the
traditions of the East - of Antioch and Alexandria, as well as that of Byzantium - grew dim. But
the Church never tired of its attempts to regain unity and succeeded in bringing back to the
fold a number of the faithful of Eastern rites, while allowing, and in fact encouraging them to
retain their traditional liturgies and usages (Janin, 1929). The relative success of the "uniate"
movements in Eastern Europe, India and Near East regained for the Church at least a part of
its former universality and diversity.
One cannot deny, however, that these periods alternated with times, such as that following
the Reformation, when the Church was under pressure to require a degree of uniformity, which
made it appear to the "Orientals" as standing for strict obedience to every usage of the Latin
rite. Even at that time, however, unity of doctrine went hand in hand with a large measure of
inculturation oftheChurch to local traditions. The Polish Commonwealth, for example, sawthe
highly specific adaptation of the Latin Rite Catholicism to its own brand of "Baroque" culture,
while its Orthodox Church united with Rome (Brest Union of 1596), but maintained its
traditional Byzantine liturgy and Old Church Slavonic language. Nor were such instances of
respectforlocal usages unique in the history of the Church. Already inthe Middle Ages thework
of S.S. Cyril and Methodius of Constantinople had helped to build the Moravian Church, which
was initially permitted to keep its Slavonic liturgy, while continuing to be an integral part of the
Church of Rome. Although at first encouraged by the Pope, the changing pattern of tradition
saw the work of the two saints, (now declared co-patrons of Europe) destroyed by Western
se(,Ular rulers who looked upon Latin conformity as a prop to their own power (Obolensky,
1974:181-217).
In its devotion to Latin the Church mirrored much of European society, although it
continued to adhere to the ancient tongue as a symbol of its internationalism long after the
newly emerging nation-states of Europe had supplanted it by their own native languages. But
despite losses in the East, and the wound of the Reformation, the Catholic Church, as a supra
national body, continued to reassert its pluralist heritage at a time when Anglican, Protestant
and Orthodox Churches often became no more than religious extensions of the power of the
national states which they served. The Church's pluralist tradition, alternating with its narrower
Roman interpretation, continued to be sufficiently vital to cardinals and bishops from non
Italian background, and to cause a multitude of holy men and women drawn from a variety of
lands to be elevated to the altar as saints of the Church.
However, since the advent of Vatican II, this pluralisttradition has been further reasserted.
The return to the early tradition of having Mass in the everyday language of the people extended
the cultural pluralism within the Church in a most obvious and tangible way, without
jeopardizing the Church's universal framework of doctrine and organization. The Council
demonstrated the possibility ofa change in tradition through a return to an even earlier heritage
that had been neglected for a time, but which the present generation found appropriate to
revive for its current needs. This is in keeping with the theory of tradition expounded earlier,
whereby a living tradition must continually adapt itself to new circumstances, without at the
same time losing its essential cores. Writing on this topic in relation to Vatican II, the special
secretary of the Synod of Bishops, W. Kasper (1986:7) noted:
To interpret the Council documents within the living tradition of the Church
also means interpreting these in the light of the changing "sign of the times".
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The Church in the twentieth century continues to insist on its doctrinal unity as the
overarching frame, which all Catholics need to follow in orderto maintain Church tradition and
avoid sectarian fragmentation. But within the arch of this unity (this "umbrella" under which
we shelter), there exist cultural variations which are in line with deeply felt traditions of
numerous Catholics, who happen to be of Irish, Italian, English, Polish, Lithuanian, Croatian,
Siovenian, Maltese, Lebanese, Spanish, Portuguese and many other ancestral origins and
cultural backgrounds.
If the Catholic ministry of the world wide Church is to flourish, the following two principles
would, therefore, need to be upheld:
1.Unity of faith, as interpreted by the Church;
2.Support for cultural diversity within the Church, in order to reflect the
cultural traditions of all Catholics, as they seek to make their faith alive and
more in tune with their daily lives.

INCULTURATlON, LOCAL AUTONOMY AND ETHNIC MINORITIES
The support for cultural diversity within the Church has been reiterated bya number of bishops
from the "Third World", as well as from Australasia who, at the Extraordinary Synod of Bishops
held in Rome in 1985, called for the greater "inculturation" of all religious activities by bringing
local churches closer to the culture of each people that they served. This could be interpreted
as an attempt at a further extension of the cUlturally pluralistic tradition of Catholicism.
Speaking at the Synod, Cardinal Williams (1986:38) of New Zealand said that,
A sincere acceptance of cultural diversity is a duty which corresponds to a
human right. A wholehearted response to the challenge of inculturation will
give a new dimension to the Catholicity of the Church.
According to the New Zealand Cardinal, and a number of other bishops, these ecclesial
adjustments to the culture of the people could not, however, be accomplished unless, "the
world-wide episcopate has the responsibility to re-establish a right balance between the
central authority (of Rome) and local autonomy". The themes of "inculturation" and "greater
autonomy" from Rome have thus been linked by some ofthe bishops, many of whom are irked
atthe "obligation to ask permission from Rome for all sorts of details", e.g., adaptation of the
liturgy to local cultural needs. In summarizing the work of the Synod, Professor Kerkhofs S.J.
(1986:43) of the Catholic University of Louvain states that:
Without a far-reaching process of inculturation, the gospel message and the
Church will remain "strange bodies" for many cultures.
It is not clear, however, whether the bishops whowere asking fora fuller cultural expression
for their local Churches would also recognized the need to apply this principle to the minority
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ethnic groups in their own countries, as well as forthedominant majority. Appeal tothe pluralist
tradition ofthe Church needs therefore to be considered at two levels, one concerning greater
decentralization of the Church to achieve more cultural pluralism, and the other ensuring that
subordinate or minority ethnic groups can also enjoy that right to inculturation within their
countries. The question is whether the chances of developing this type of internal pluralism are
greater at the hands of the local bishops and National Bishops Conferences, acting on their
own, or jointly with the Holy See and the Pope.
The need for the Church to pursue further its twin goals of universality and pluralism is
unquestioned, and there isa consensusthatthis can be best achieved by bringing faith as close
as possible to the great array of cultures which contribute to the universal Church. The
discussion centers solely around the best way to achieve this aim, while ensuring that the
process of inculturation does not undermine the overarching framework of the Church. In
relation to Australia at least, the visit of the Pope demonstrated that the bishops here would
not be impeded by Rome in their moves to integrate more readily the Aboringines and other
ethnic minorities. If such integration isto take place in the spirit of inculturation, rather than that
of assimilation or marginalization of the" ethnics", the local hierarchy can invariably count on
the support of the Holy See.
In this regard, the present Pope is particularly well aware of the need for the Church to
respond to cultural diversity among its members. Past history shows that cultural minorities
have frequently been neglected by the episcopates of their countries, and that migrants and
their descendants have had to look to the Holy See for protection from the ethnocentrism of
local Churches which have identified themselves with the narrowly conceived needs of
dominant groups. Speaking at the Synod, an Argentinian Archbishop, Cardinal Primatesta,
warned that "excessive autonomy" along national lines, when accompanied by "scorn forthe
Pope", far from enriching the local spiritual life, could lead to schism. When freed from
responsibilities to the universal Church, local Churches, run by their dominant groups, might
be tempted to trample on the rights of cultural and religious minorities, and justify their action
as an agent for its nation-state. The Irish must surely remember the consequences of the
separation of the Church in England from the Holy See, and the way Protestantism was forced
upon Ireland in flagrant violation of the principle of inculturation and the rights of a people to
express their religion through the medium of their own culture.
This is, of course, an extreme example from a rather distant past, but such historic
memories haunt people and make them uncertain about the future. It is fortunate for the
Australian Church that it can now follow a pluralist approach on the basis not only of age-old
expectations of the universal Church, but also of post-Conciliar interpretations of tradition
which have so strongly emphasized this "multicultural" strand ofthe Church's heritage. In this
regard, there is no disagreement between the Synod of Bishops and the Pope, since all
concerned have spoken strongly in favor of pluralism. Furthermore, the Australian Church now
finds itself in a secular environment which has accepted offiCially the principles of multicultu
ralism. This not only stresses the possibility of the coexistence of more than one heritage, but
also attempts to provide for participation on terms of equality of Australians from all ethnic
backgrounds, without first asking them to abandon their ancestral cultures. Furthermore, the
secular authorities in this country have followed Paul VI by accepting his view that cultural
pluralism does not automatically terminate with the first generation of migrants.
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The new acceptance of more lasting multiculturalism finds its reflection in government
policies, both at State and Commonwealth levels. This is exemplified in the publication of
government-commissioned reports which advocate far-reaching reforms to ensure greater
teaching of languages inAustralian schools, with English being supplemented with at least one
other language. "Community languages" (i.e., languages other than English spoken by Aus
tralians in their homes) were also singled out for special mention by Senator Ryan when she
spoke in her capacity as the Minister of Education in a debate on language policy inthe Senate
in April, 1987. While endorsing the Commonwealth Department's National Policy on Lan
guages Report (1987) on behalf of the Government, she spoke about the need to teach the
languages of minority ethnic communities sothattheircultures become a part ofthe Australian
heritage (by being accepted into the overarching framework of the whole society). Inthis way,
Australian tradition is now formally being extended by the official adoption of a policy of
linguistic and cultural pluralism.

THE ASSIMILATlONIST LEGACY OF THE AUSTRALIAN CHURCH
In view of such pluralist interpretations of heritage emanating both from government and
Church authorities (including the Pope, and the Synod of Bishops), the Australian Church has
a great opportunity to cut itself away from its former position, which during the 1950s and early
1960s was distinctly assimilationist. Catholics from ethnic minority groups need reassurance
that when Australian bishops ask for more autonomy to achieve greater inculturation, they
have the concerns of all their faithful in mind, includ ing those from minority cultural groups. Any
residual misgivings on this account may be quite unfounded, but it is necessary to acknowl
edge that in many people's minds there lingers a memory of the Social Justice Statements of
1951, 1953 and 1957 which quite openly gave their assent to the vision of Australia as a
monocultural society, as well as to the need to perpetuate its assumed homogeneity. In the
words of the 1957 statement:
It is the firm determination of the Australian people to prevent their own
languageancfthe traditions oftheir own countryfrom being submerged inany
future tide of foreign cultures.
The Church of that time could not envisage "integration" on any but
assimilationist lines:
The problem of complete cultural integration will be solved only in the second
generation or even later, so that during the period of active immigration we
must be reconciled to a measure of cultural pluralism.
Thus "cultural pluralism" was seen as a burden, albeit only temporary, since the "problem"
would be eventually eliminated, once the first generation had passed away.
The document, although obviously well intentioned, viewed attempts at the "forcible dep
rivation" of the first generation migrants of their culture as a "psychological blunder", rather
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than as a violation of the human, and more particularly the Christian, rights ofthe faithful. It also
appears more concerned with using the Catholic faith of migrants as a "national" instrument
for furthering their assimilation, rather than regarding it as the over-riding pastoral considera
tion of the Church:
The fact that, in his new environment (the migrant) can continue to breathe
the atmosphere of his ancient faith, is a powerful factor in promoting his
contented assimilation.
From a Catholic point of view, the migrants surely needed no assimilation, since they were
already members of the Church. Although assimilation to Anglo-Australian norms was the
dominant orientation in the country at the time, one would hardly have expected it to cloud the
Church's own tradition of pluralism, and appreciation of the interdependence of faith and
culture. Instead of "contented assimilation", deprivation of their culture in worship often meant
the alienation of immigrants from the faith, hardly a goal for the universal Church!
Cyril Hally (1980:28) comments that the assimilationist views of these particular Justice
Statements cannot be construed as policy statements ofthe Episcopal Conference. Yet there
is no doubt that they reflected much of what was said and what was happening in the Australian
Church at the time. According to Castigan (1986:4), the bishops themselves in a Joint Pastoral
letter expressed the hope that Australian Catholics could, by "genuine friendlines<;.oomake
more easy and happy the assimilation of our new settlers into a way of life that is Catholic and
Australian". Castigan takes the view that, in spite of the "fact that (the Bishops) had to cope
with many locally educated clergyand religiouswhowere convinced ofthe inherent superiority
of Catholicism in Irish-Australian style, (this was) hardly a satisfactory excuse".
Memoirs of individual migrants pertaining to this period speak of the Church in Australia
as "not having come across as a caring and understanding body, reaching out to people,
particularlytothose who needed hel p". Instead, it was seen as invariably "wanting something"
and, at the same time, "asking migrants to fit in with its won structures and requirements"
(Vrielink, 1980:5).
Such migrants could certai nly look to Exsul Familia, and subsequently Paul Vi's Apostolic
Letter and the Congregation of Bishop's Instruction De Pastorali Migratorum Cura, as
providing a much stronger defense of their language and cultural rights, than that which was
forthcoming from the "local Church". Indeed, there must have been misgivings aboutthe local
Church's response on the part of the Congregation itself, since its "instruction", which
accompanied Paul VI's letter, warned parish priests "on whose shoulders" fell "the spiritual
care" of immigrant people, that they would "one day give account to God regarding the
fulfillment of their duty" (Chapter IV, paragraph 3). The new directive of the Vatican Congre
gation, by entrusting the appointment of migrant chaplains to the "local ordinaries", placed
upon them greater responsibility, as well as the need to seek closer collaboration between the
migrants' "church of departure" and the "church of arrival". Based on these instructions and
the Church's universalisttradition, Catholicism in Australia might have been expected to evolve
its own interpretation of the country's heritage that was independent of the assimilationist
trends of the time, and to look instead to Australia's own more pluralist past.
It is significant, however, that just as the much more centralized Church of Pius XII was
unableto prevent is Australian branch from largely disregarding Exsul Familia and follOWing
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an assimilationist pathway in relation to migrants, so the post-Conciliar increase in the
autonomy of the local hierarchies (envisaged by Paul VI and his Congregation of Bishops) has
had apparently little effect per se on the attitude of the Australian Church to the cultural
pluralism within its ranks. It has been claimed, in fact, that instead of taking advantage of the
decentralization order to "initate change", the Church followed the "dominant social and
political thought" of the secular society (Lewins, 1980:19).
Furthermore, the Australian Church appears to have adopted a minimalist interpretation
of De Pastorali Migratorum Cura. There was no granting to migrant chaplains of equal juridic
status with that enjoyed by "territorial" parish priests -let alone appointing "episcopal vicars
well versed in the language" of the new arrivals, either with orwithout "episcopal dignity" (as
envisaged by De Pastorali Migratorum Cura, Chapter 4, para 2., p. 2b). Even the Congregation
of Bishops' very modest and most basic request that services should be provided in the
language of the faithful, has only been partially fulfilled, as shown by Bernardi (1986:26) in
relation to Italian-Australians in the Melbourne archdiocese. As to the wide range of structural
provisions (including personal parishes) that local episcopates were empowered to offer, only
the most rudimentary were actually put into effect. The "chaplains" ser..dng ethnic minorities
remained generally on the periphery of "mainstream" activities, and often in a subordinate or
dependent positiontothe established parish clergy. Thefaithful of minority ethnic background,
and the "ethnic" clergy who served them, were also given little opportunity to have any impact
on Catholic life as a whole, since their existence was viewed as temporary, the basic
assumption being that, "immigrant children, after mastering English, would eventually
become 'normal' members of existing parishes" (Hally, 1980:24).
There are extenuating circumstances to explain this caution of the mainly monoethnic
Irish-derived Church in Australia which has had to accommodate a much greater share of
migrants from non-English speaking backgrounds (NESS) than the country as a whole. The
proportion of overseas-born Catholics jumped from less than ten percent in 1933 to 24 percent
in 1971. At a time of rapid increase in NESS numbers in the country as a whole, Church
membership showed a particularly large influx, with over eight percent of the overseas-born
Catholics originating from non-English speaking background, in contrast to just over forty
percent NESS among non-Catholic migrants. The Church had to cope with these numbers
when its schools were not aided by the State, and at a time when its own newly acqUired
independence from its former European mentors made it specially sensitive to any influences
emanating from "external" sources.

IRISH ROOTS OF THE AUSTRALIAN CATHOLIC CHURCH
Excessive sensitivity and suspicion of others can spring from a number of sources, such as
lack of experience with other cultures, insecurity about one's own position in society, or belief
in the superiority of one's own culture over others. Hally (1980: 17) paints this background to
the post-war ethnic demographic and cultural "explosion" upon the Australian Church:
By the outbreak of World War II, the Catholic community, out of its own
resources, had built a network of institutions across the country serviced
predominantly by Australian-born clergy and religious. Beginning in the
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The arrival of Catholics of non-Irish background found the Church unprepared for such
a new Catholic infusion. They threatened to infiltrate structures which the Irish Australian
community had built up over years and regarded as its own. A solution was needed to integrate
these new Catholics, and assimilation was seen as the only acceptable goal. Ethnic allegiance
to the Irish-derived dominant Catholic group took precedence over religious sentiments and
universal Catholic loyalties. Some Catholics found by then that they had more in common
culturally with the English language background non-Catholics than with Catholics whose
origins were in countries such as Italy, Poland or the Lebanon.
Anglo-Protestant unease over the arrival of the new NESB minorities made them accept
Irish-derived Catholics all the more readily, since together they constituted approximately
three-quarters ofthe population as the "Anglo-Celtic majority". The Catholics who contributed
to the "Celtic" part of this block found some comfort in largely escaping from the position of
a looked-down upon minority and being accepted as virtual equals in a coalition of English
speaking peoples. In this way they were leaving the Catholic ghetto and entering the
mainstream of society - in politics, government, universitites, clubs and other places which
some years earlier had been closed to them.
This "coming-out"was greatly aided by the Vatican II Council which encouraged ecumeni
cal initiatives and changed the liturgy so that the Catholic Mass lost its mysterious and
"foreign" qualities and became much more similar in ritual and language to Protestant
services. The clergy and the religious too changed drastically in their outlook, as well as in their
dress. The Church lost much of its external distinctiveness, and perhaps some of its former
internal cohesion and self-assurance as well. It was no longer triumphalist, no longer a fortress
to protect its community from alien English Protestant forces. Catholic schools opened their
gates to numbers of teachers, who were lay, non-Catholic, or even of no religious persuasion.
All these changes made for greater acceptance and incorporation of the Catholic commu
nity, into mainstream Australian society. But there was and is a price to pay for this in loss of
indentity, decreased spirituality, falling of vocations and disuse of religious practices, such as
confession (Flynn, 1975, 1985). For a group which previously had lost its native language as
its core value, and later its manifestly Irish consciousness, this weakening of Catholic identity
could represent the fall of the last rampart against almost total engUlfment in a mass culture
dominated by a blend' of secularized Protestantism and the ideology of consumerism and
materialism.
Catholic structures still remain firm, buttheir cultural content is in doubt. It is atthis juncture
that the dominant Catholic group's relationship to other sections of society is of importance.
Is that ruling group in the Church likely to embrace cultural and linguistic minorities among the
faithful, without first demanding their assimilation? Can it go even a step further and make use
of their cultural resources to revitalize the Church? The Papal pronouncements on the unity
of cultural groups within the overarching framework of the Catholic Church would distinctly
point in that direction. On the other hand, the newly forged bonds with the Anglo community,
the satisfaction at being accepted by the formerly aloof dominant group on terms of virtual
equality, make the desire to forge specifically Catholic-inspired links with new and relatively
powerless minorities seem less attractive. There is also the desire to retain control over the
Church, for which the "founding group" feels certain proprietary rights, and a reluctance to
accept other languages and cultures, in addition to English, as normal practice in Australian
Catholic schools and churches.
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But can the "old" Catholic founding group manage to preserve its position, and keep
other Catholic groups on the periphery of the Church, while it attempts to retain its separate
Catholic identity against the encroachments of religious indifferentism and secularism of the
Australian mainstream society? There is little doubt that the implementation of the Catholic
doctrine of cultural pluralism and the participation of Catholics of all ethnic backgrounds is
required, if the Church is to resist the forces of materialism and retain its identity as the House
of God which is open equally to Catholics of all cultural backgrounds, not only as parishioners
payingtheirdues, but alsoas participants in policy decisions atalilevelsand within all branches
of the Church's activities. Such participation, leading to increased internal resilience of the
Church, can only be achieved if integration is founded on pluralist principles of respect and
understanding of the languages and cultures of all the faithful, so that no one need disown their
heritage as the price of acceptance into the fold.

CUL TURAL AND STRUCTURAL IMPLICA nONS OF PLURALISM
In a number of statements the Church in Australia has embraced the pluralist approach
described above, although I am unaware of the existence of an authoritative and comprehen
sive document, similar to that produced by the Episcopal Conference of the USA, entitled
Cultural Pluralism in the Church (1981). The current commitment to multiculturalism has been
clearly expressed by the Social Justice Statement of 1977, with its declaration that, "a policy
of assimilation as the basis of relationships between ethnic groups is unjust", and that the
spiritual heritage of overseas-born Australians "must not only be tolerated, but positively
appreciated".
In the long term, the proof of the willingness oftheAustralian Church to embrace the faithful
from non-English speaking backgrounds and cultures will be reflected in its approach to the
two principal pivots of the Church's structural base - the parishes with their priesthood and laity,
and the Catholic school system. According to Gentiloni (1982:14), the Papal view of the role
of the Church is inextricably linked to the service of a dedicated clergy:
clergy close to the people, "popular" in the most exalted sense of the word,
committed on all levels from the press to caring for drug addicts, giving
testimony of a poor and irreproachable life.
To achieve such a lofty but necessary goal of credibility, the clergy must be in close
communion with the faithful, as well as interwoven into the
administrative fabric of the Church. This should naturally apply to the "migrant" or "ethnic
chaplains", who would also be expected to be involved in the mainstream activities of the
Church. This would allow the faithful to whom they administer to be more closely integrated,
and at the same time legitimize the use of their languages and cultures, not on the margin of
pastoral activity, but in its mainstream.
This kind of "pluralist integration" does not yet appear to reflect current reality. Instead,
as Hally (1980:29) noted, the policy of relying upon Australian clergy. "supplemented by the
ministry of itinerant migrant chaplains...would appear never to have changed". The ad hoc
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employment of such imported chaplains, without the status which a personal parish would
supply, was already of doubtful value in the 1950s. It should hardly be allowed to persist,
because of its marginality, precariousness and second class status.
Writing with American experience in mind, Fr. De Paolis (1984:10), observed that unless
chaplains are granted a parochial structure "which enjoys the same rights and duties as
territorial parishes", migrants and their descendants would not be accorded the same care that
the majority group members enjoy in their parishes. The granting of parochial status would
remedy the kind of situation whereby minority ethnic school children attending Catholic
schools are required to attend "territorial" parishes for their catechetical studies, First
Communion and Confirmation (De Paolis, 1984:21). Similar difficulties have been reported by
ethnic Australian parents who describe in their memoirs how their children had to fight for the
right to receive First Communion from the hands of "their chaplain", and the schools'
insistence that only the territorial parish priest had a right to perform this sacrament. The
memoir writer in question reports how during the "multicultural" 1980s a school teacher
insisted that her child take "First" Communion for the second time, since the one from the
"migrant chaplain" did not count! (Smolicz and Secombe, 1987).
To remedy this type of situation, De Paolis argues for the concept of parish "which is
understood more as a community of persons, rather than as a territory". Such a development
has been envisaged by the new Code ofCanon Law, published in June 1983, which in its article
518 states:
As a general rule, the parish should be territorial and would embrace all the
faithful of a determined territory. However, where it would be advisable, let
personal parishes be set up based upon the rite, the language, the nationality
of the faithful belonging to a territory, or even on the basis of other precise
motives.
It should be noted that both "territorial" and "personal" parishes created on ethno-cultural
lines still have many things in common, such a specific group of faithful who constitute the
popUlation of the parish, a parish priest of its own, as well as parish church for communal
worship (Bakalarz, 1~78).
In the Australian context, it should be noted that the provision of territorial parishes for
members of religious orders from countries outside the English-speaking wor1d had at times
been very successful. However, such ventures are dependent on the training that the priests
receive in Englishand on migration experience in their seminars overseas - an education which
is supplied rarely, and then due to the effort of a few specialized orders.
It would seem that up till now the local Church's assumption has been that services in
minority languages and liturgical traditions are transient and limited to one, or at the most two,
"migrant generations". If multiculturalism is to be of lasting value to the Church, provisions
need to be made for the spiritual care of minority ethnic groups on a more permanent basis,
that allows for the preservation and development of certain crucial aspects of their cultures
(usually their core values), and the modification of others over time, and hence for their
integration on a pluralist basis into the mainstrem of the Australian Church.
This would avoid the dilemma which at least some ethnic youth currently face, and which
has caused them to lose their faith. On the one hand, they are given the option of abandoning
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their traditional "rnentality and culture" and merging into the religious forms which have
evolved in Australia from the Irish prototype. In adopting this course, they run the risk of cutting
themselves off from their parents and the traditional "popular" type of devotion that united
religious observances with everyday family life in their country of origin. The other option is to
remain on the margin, attending ethnic masses at frequently inconvenient times, in somebody
else's parish church, where they are not allowed to change anything, and where they can feel
more or less welcome guests. Furthermore, the newly arrived chaplain may not speak in a way
that the second generation best understands, while his knowledge of English may be, at least
initially, rather rudimentary.
There is an obvious need for young second generation Australians of minority ethnic
background to enter the priesthood and help to serve the people with whom they share the
same cultural background. But, in view of the marginality of their current position, it is hardly
surprising that, "there isa general tendencyforthefirst generation of the children of immigrants
not to enter the ministry in adequate numbers" (Hally, 1980: 17). Before making such a serious
commitment in their lives. these young people would need to know the answers to certain
questions, such as: "Whose church are they to enter, and in what role?". "Is it really their
Church, and that of their parents?".
In the case of those who do decide to enter the diocesan seminaries, as some have, what
type of "multicultural" spirit and education do they encounter there? Accordingto thp lTlemoirs
of seminarians of Polish origin that we have collected. such seminaries may consciously and
unconsciously be more effective in obliterating the seminarians' ethnic language and culture
than even an assimilationist school (Smolicz and Secombe, 1987). Deprive of the influence of
the home, with no books and no education, if not deliberately then effectively, to be unfit for
any ministry to people oftheir own background upon ordination. As a result of cultural losses
sustained during their theological education, they may be inclined to sever any remaining
"ethnic" connections And what of the few individuals who persist, despite odds, in preserving
aspects of their culture, and in desiring to minister to their own group? It would seem that, at
times, whatever their wishes, they are moved to "mainstream" tasks and parishes.
Is Australia therefore destined forever to import "minority ethnic" priests as "itinerant
chaplains" for pastoral work among minority groups? Up till now, this gap has been very ably
filled (as far as they were able to do so) by religious orders from overseas, such as the
Scalabrinian Fathers in the case of the Italian community. But the basic problem for the future
of the Church in Australia remains. Lack of priests who are both Australian-born and
knowledgeable about their own cultural and linguistic background makes it difficult for the
Australian hierarchy to assume a more multicultural complexion, since imported priests can
hardly be regarded as readily qualified for higher church appointments in this country.
From this pespective, Castigan's (1986:4) criticism that "bishops of other than Celtic or
Anglo-Celtic background are not appointed" is valid, but a more basic task still remains
unfulfilled This relates to the largely unchanged overall cultural image of the Catholic Church
in Australia. When minority ethnic cultures are marginalized in the hope of their eventual
demise. not only is the spiritual welfare ofthe minorities jeopardized, butthedominant Catholic
group is deprived of channels whereby other cultural traditions can become part of their
experience and enrich the Church as a whole. Such an extended and revitalized Church would
be much more acceptable to the ethnic minorities, as well as more intellectually and culturally
viable, and hence more effective in its mission in a country which is currently under the strong
influence of agnosticism and materialism.
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LANGUAGE AND THE CHURCH
One area where such expanded horizons of the Church are especially important is that of
language. Unfortunately, whether in pastoral care, or in education, the question of the use of
languages otherthan English still troubles some Australian Catholics, even though the Second
Vatican Council should have made mUltilingualism manifestly acceptable in all parts of the
universal Church. Until the Council, the Latin language had remained the visible and
unalterable part ofthe overarching framework that symbolized the unity of the Roman Church.
During days of difficult communications, it was thought necessary to retain one single liturgical
language, at least for the Western rite. But Vatican II, while not banning Latin in the Mass,
permitted the use of vernaculars i. e., languages which are spoken daily by the congregations
concerned.
While this transition from Latin to the vernaculars was welcomed by most Australian
Catholics, it placed certain additional obligations on the Church in a plural society. Latin had
the advantage of being a language which was not associated with anyone ethnic group (since
there were no ancient Romans to claim it as their own native tongue). The imposition of English
upon all Catholics, in a country such as Australia, would have been clearly contrary to the spirit
of Council, as it was interpreted by Paul VI when he wrote that it is "not possible to fulfill
effectively the pastoral care (of migrants, if their) special cUlture is not taken into due account"
and that, in this connection, "the national language in which they express theirthoughts, their
mentality and their very religious life is of great importance (De Pastorali Migratorum Cura,
1969, Chapter 11,11). In view of this, if the Church in Australia is to implement Vatican II and be
loyal to the decrees of the Pope, it is nolens volens destined to linguistic pluralism.
Fortunately, however, language is an aspect of culture which is not exclusive, but additive.
One can add languages to one's linguistic repertoire, without doing damage to those
previously learnt. In sociological terms, this specific additive characteristic of language, which
permits mUltilingualism at individual, as well as group level, stands in contrast to the question
of faith and doctrine, since these are not additive, but demand exclusive and complete
allegiance. In the case of language, individuals can be bilingual. trilingual or multilingual, but
they cannot claim to be bi-religious or multi-religious in faith and doctrine. This is simply to say
that one cannot be a practising Catholic and a pious Muslim at one and the same time. The
strength and unity of the Catholic Church demands undivided commitment. In contrast, the
use of diverse languages in the church by the faithful, does not hinder unity, but openly
enhances it. The priest who says one Mass in English and another in Italian on the same
Sunday, openly demonstrates that bilingualism, by being internalized in the same individual,
causes no diVision, no conflict, but rather bears witness to the universality of the Church.
This point is well illustrated by Bernardi (1986:26) with reference to the Italian Australian
population of Melbourne and their pastoral needs. He argues that' 'the current regular religious
services (in Italian) as events in which Italians can clearly identify and express their faith should
be maintained and extended to other parishes through a wide distribution of Italian-speaking
clergy" .It is claimed that in those parishes where such facilities already exist, "the faith of many
has been preserved and strengthened". Where regular Italian Masses exist, "the second
generation is less alienated from the Catholic faith". Another positive result has been "the
widening of the participation of Italians in the life of the parish".
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Probably the best example of mUltilingualism which is not divisive but unifying, while
emphasizing the international mission of the Church, is to be found in the person of John Paul
II and his great facility with languages. While in Rome, and saying Mass for congregations
composed of members of different nations, he generally uses Latin, but he addresses the
pilgrims almost invariably in at least six major languages, and when the need arises (Easter,
Christmas, special aUdience) in many others as well. His fluent use of English during his visit
to Australia, did not make him any less effective in Spanish during his visit to Argentina earlier
this year. And, of course, it caused no harm to his Polish expression during the June visit to
his home country.
This specific characteristic of language, namely that more does not mean less, and that
we are dealing here with addition rather than subtraction, is still inSUfficiently understood at
times, even among senior members ofthe Australian Church. An example of such latent doubts
about multilingualism was provided to me by the principal of a large Catholic secondary
school, when he claimed that the Pope's use ofa number of languages in his speeches served
to inflame ethnic conflicts and create divisions in the world. When asked what language the
Holy Father should use when speaking to the faithful drawn from many lands and cultural
backgrounds, he was at loss for a reply. Latin was out, since It was "old-fashioned" and not
understood by the people. He was shy about advocating the use of his own language - English
- as the only permissable papal tongue, so half-heartedly he opted for Italian. Clearly that
principal's own monolingualism and dislike of the use of other people's languages, whether
in Church or in school, was overriding his judgement in relation to the needs ofthe country or
the good of the Catholic Church.
In summary, the Australian Church's use of languages otherthan English inthe liturgy and
pastoral care cannot be regarded as socially divisive. Both the second generation and their
priest are most likely to be bilingual, and their use of what Paul VI referred to as their lingUistic
"patrimony" does not injure their ability to express themselves in English on other occasions.
The story of the confusion caused by the multiplicity of languages in the construction of the
Tower of Babel is surely sufficiently silenced by Pentecost - or the gift of tongues that the Holy
Spirit bestowed upon Apostles.
In education this willingess both to maintain minority languages and cultures and to
integrate them, whenever possible, into the school for students of all backgrounds has yet to
be fully demonstrated - in practice, as well as in rhetoric.
It should be noted, in regard to the teaching of languages, that the Catholic education
sector responded more readily to that challenge after the Commonwealth government
provided funding, intially needed to administer Child Migrant Education (1970) and later
Multicultural Education (1976) programs. Although some undoubted enthusiasm was gener
ated by these programs in many part of the Catholic education system, with Catholic schools
taking the lead in teaching of community languages, such as Italian, much of the work
appeared as rather derivative. As Hally (1980:26) suggests, "it would seem that the majority
of innovations...since 1970 have been determined by the flow of money from State instrumen
talities".
The accuracy of this statement may be testable at present, due to the premature
termination in 1986 of the Multicultural Education Program which brought to an end Federal
support for the development of school curricula for the languages and cultures of minorities.
The same applies to English as aSecond Language programs, sincethose State governments,
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such as that in South Australia, which managed to provide some of their resource funds for
the continuation of English programs did so solely for the State schools, leaving the Catholic
sector to cope with the problems on its own.
It is a hopeful sign that, in some States, Catholic Education Offices have developed
language policies with a multicultural character. This has been demonstrated by the recently
released "Policy Statement" of the South Australian Commission for Catholic Schools:
Catholic Education for a Multicultural Society in Australia (1986). In a Foreward, the Arch
bishop of Adelaide, Dr. LA Faulkner, expresses his confidence that all Catholic schools in his
archdiocese will show commitment to "Christian education for a multicultural society". The
Policy Statement echoes the Papal conviction that "faith and culture are intimately inter
woven", and hence that Catholic schools, "are called to be virtually involved in the 'creative'
interplay between the gospel and cultures".
In agreement with the South Australian Government's report on Education for a Cultural
Democracy (1984), it states that among the "ideal goals" for children in Catholic schools,
should be the opportunity to" retain and develop their first cultureand language", and "acquire
other languages, and develop an understanding of other cultures". From these principles, the
Statement draws a number of useful practical implications for the schools, including advice
for administrators to "encourage students to develop and maintain their first language" and
to "recognize the educational and social value of learning languages other than English", as
well as to "select staff with linguistic and ethnic backgrounds appropriate to the communities
they serve". At the same time, all parents are urged to "encourage the school to provide
language programs other than English".
Such a comprehensive second language program in Catholic primary and secondary
schools would lay the foundations for extending into the seminaries the study of those
Australian languages other than English which are used within the Catholic community. The
adoption of a policy for preparing a bilingual clergy, whereby all the seminary students would
have the opportunity to study a second language, would be one of the most effective means
of ensuring that a multicultural and mUltilingual Catholic tradition is permanently established
in Australia.
In conclusion, it must be reiterated that unity is not threatened by the coexistence of more
than one language, although one of them may gain currency as the principal lingua franca in
the country. However,.cultural pluralism requires respect for other languages spoken in the
community, a respect which mustfind its reflection in educational support for these tongues.
No one single language, be it dominant or majority, has the exclusive property of bringing a
man closer to God.

THE PAPAL VISION OF MUL TlCUL TURALISM FROM A SOCIOLOGICAL
PERSPECTIVE
The importance of language as the carrier of a given culture, and hence the significance of its
continued use in the Church has been emphasized by both Paul VI and John Paul II. It was also
spelt out in detail by the Pontifical Commission for Migration in its document Ecclesial
Integration of Migrants as Exercise of the Right to Freedom (1985) which stresses the
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"permanent character" of the migration phenomenon. This recognizes the demographic and
cultural realities of the continued existence of ethnic minorities in the countries of arrival. The
World Congress, which the Pontifical Commission sponsored, strongly urged that pastoral
needs of minorities are to be met neither by separation and marginalization, nor by foreceable
assimilation.
The Commission reassures migrants and their descendants that' 'the Church recognizes
their original identity" and gives them every opportunity to "insert themselves freely with their
own language and traditions in the new community of arrival"; the new community, just like
the one from which they originated, "is part of the same universal Church and the same people
of God". The spirituai unity of the Church is thus shown to extend over all ethnic groups, while
the national Churches, including their Episcopal Conferences. are reminded that they are
simply "parts" of this universal whole. In the words of John PaulH. the Church, "as sacrament
of unity, must give witness to the quality of integration which it develops".
The Pontifical Commission clearly explains the nature of that integration. It is a far cry from
attempts to strip the migrant of the essential elements of his cultural heritage in the name of
the narrowly conceived "national" unity of a particular group, nation or tribe. Instead, "The
Church recogmzes sociocultural pluralism as the basic principle of iiltcgration"
Thus conceived, the process of integration is in accord with the humanistic sociological
explication of cultural pluralism, as outlined in Section 6 of this paper (p 14). The unity of the
Church represents an overarching framework of values which is shared by members of all
ethnic groups, whether majority or minority. Within that "umbrella" of shared values, aifferent
cultures can coexist, with some values percolating to the overarching frame, while others
remain particular to the group in question. To givean example, the ancient tradition of holding
a procession on the feast of Corpus Christi has survived most strongly in Polish Catholicism;
this tradition is being continued in Australian and. through its encouragement by the bishops,
may gradually spread more wideiy and become part of the shared practice of the Church in
this country. Other specific traditions, such as blessing the Easter food, are likely to continue
to be upheld by a more limited number of ethnic groups.
In a pluralistic society, each individual may build his own personal cultural system from
a variety of ethnic sources to suit his own interests and needs. As Karol Wojtyla (1964: 1115)
put it, "culture as found in the innermost com of each particular person is, in a certain way,
different and unique". Parts of these personal systems rnay be built by a process of synthesis,
and involve the blending of more than one \jroup's heritage. be it in family structure, items of
food, or folklore. Other parts would arise through a coexistence of different elements. For
example as was noted before, languaged are acquired by a more additive process, although
this too does not totally exclude elements of lingUistic borrOWing and transfer. However, such
additions enrich the cultural range of the individual and need not impoverish the language and
culture of either the majority or the minority (Clyne, 1985; Smolicz, 1982). Changes in a
significant number of the personal cultural systems of individuals can alter group values and
even exert an effect on the overarching framework, as demonstrated by Vatican II.
The dynamism of such an interaction process is shattered if the nationalism of those in
power prevents the free flow of cultural values. One such barrier arises when attempts are
made to isolate the children of migrants from the cultural patrimony of their ethnic group, so
that their personal systems, including language, are formed solely from the dominant group's
values. This can be achieved not only by a totalitarian-style prohibition on the use of the
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languages and cultures in question, or by exclusion of such languages and cultures from the
liturgy and the school, seminary and university curricula, but also more subtly, by denigrating
the heritage of migrant child reno Another kind of barrier to interaction is erected if the majority
children (e.g., Anglo Saxon or Anglo-Celtic children in the case of Australia) are denied the
opportunity to partake of their neighbor's cultural treasures. In this situation the whole
institutional edifice of the dominant group remains insulated, and hence insensitive to the
culture of other groups resident in the country.
Dangers of this type threaten the Catholic Church, as much as any other institution, since
barriers to interaction impoverish its cultural, and hence pastoral, ministry by making it a less
potent force in the work and salvation. Indifference, and possibly even hostility, shown to the
cultures of migrant individuals undermine the unity of the Church. The Pontifical Commission
(1985, para. 1.3) warns that the enforced denial of ethnic identity can have most serious
consequences for the faithful.
Experience has shown that the inability of expression in the mother tongue,
and the elimination of religious traditions and the cultural patrimony of the
past greatly damage the conscience, impoverish the cultural surroundings,
provoke separation and even schism, cancel not only memories but also
religious convictions, and reduce the numbers of the faithful.
In order to avert such dangers, the Commission reasserts the "theological vision" of
integration that is "based on freedom and on respect for natural and Christian rights of
migrants". This vision has been confirmed by "the Magisterium of the Church and of the
Supreme Pontiffs, the doctrine ofthe Second Vatican Council, as well as the new ecclesiastical
legislation" (2.6). It was upheld with "unmistakable clarity" by John Paull! in his Message on
World Migration Day (1985):
Free, active participation, on equal terms with the faithful born in the particular
Churches. without time limits or environment restrictions, constitutes the
path for ecclesial integration for immigrant members of the Church.
The equality which the Pope speaks of here can be achieved without the necessity to renounce
one's language or other aspects of native heritage. There is here a rejection of any barter
arrangements, Whereby the "faithful immigrants" are promised "equality" and the eventual
possibility of "full membership", provided they foresake their traditions.
The Pope is unable to detect social equity in any arrangement that is culturally unequal.
Indeed, the threat of marginality as the penalty that minorities are required to pay for refusing
to conform to cultural norms of dominant others, is totally incompatible with the Pope's
emphasis on the significance of culture in the shaping of each individual. If man's entire
humanity is expressed in his culture (UNESCO address, 1980), and if respectfor the inalienable
rights of the human person is the basis of everything (Redemptor Hominis), any attempt to
deprive a migrant of his cultural patrimony must be considered as negating those rights. The
Pope (1985) speaks instead about the need to give opportunity to migrants for "self
promotion", so that they can incorporate into their "existential experience" those values that
are "in the manner and style of their fundamental culture, in the pluralism of their identity". Put
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in more sociological terms, migrant individuals should be given an opportunity to partake of
whatever cultural values may be available in society, provided it is recognized that the process
of interaction does not force them to abandon the core elements of their native cultures. Pope
John Paul II makes this abundantly clear when he reminds the National Episcopal Conferences
of arrival countries that:
The immigrant members ofthe Church, while freely exercising their rights and
duties and being in full communion in the particular Churches (...) must be
able to remain completely themselves as far as language, culture, liturgy and
spirituality, and particular traditions are concerned, in order to reach that
ecclesial integration which enriches the Church of God.
Since this vision of the integrating function of cultural plurality is now formally accepted
by both the Pope and the Australian Bishops, any fears that Rome might impede local incul
turation efforts in relation to the faithful from non-English speaking backgrounds appears as
quite unfounded. The Papal visit of 1986 showed how close the Vatican and the Bishops stood
on the principles of respect for cultural pluralism in the Church. At the same time, Papal pro
nouncements of the intrinsic significance of culture of all peoples, and their right to maintain
them within the structure of one Church, served as a valuable reminder to all Australian
Catholics, especially since the words were backed by the personal example set by the Pope.
At the Melbourne Cricket Ground, John Paul II (1986b:5) spoke in his native tongue as well
as in several other languages, to an audience made up of many ethnic groups, including his
own. In his homily he again stressed the importance of culture in human life and of tradition
that preserves what is essential, while adapting itself to the new:
Man can live a truly human life because of his culture, and the first object of
culture is continual renewel of human memory so that he can undertake again
and again the new duties which await him. It is for this reason that the present
can never forget its debt to the past. An individual's homeland is not limited
by the geographical dimension into which he was born, but also involves the
spiritual dimension which includes those cultural values that are enshrined in
his tradition and which give his life a meaning... Our faith is not identified with
anyone particular culture, but it provides to each man a basis from which he
can rise above the horizon of the transient. For this reason we need to retain
and refresh our memories...The present cannot exist without the past. There
is no creativity without memory. Memory provides a guarantee of communal
ity and unity, and safeguards us from melting away in to a nothingness.
John Paul II then asked young members of Australia's minorities to remember their past, and
assured them that, "people who retain the memory of whence they originate and who value
their traditions can contribute greatly to their new countries". He then invoked the heroic
memory of the former Polish Primate, who had asked Polish youth to be mindful of the way
the Catholic faith has been an integral part of their nation's history and how it has sustained
their culture in the past. Their Catholic faith and their culture will continue to sustain each other
in the new land.
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The Pope's words serve as a rerninder trlat the substitution of the supposedly more
"modern" dominant CUlture in placl: ofttlose of the minorities is not, in itself, a contribution to
Church unity or a way of keeping up with the "signs of the time". In this regard, John Paul"
is at one with the philosopher Popper (1963: 122) when he argued that "we could never free
ourselves entirely from the bonds of tradition. The so called freeing is really a change from one
tradition to another". As the Pope himseif demonstrates, it is the dynamic plurality of the
Church's cultural traditions which contributes best to unity and represents the very substance
of the Mystical Body of Christ

CATHOLIC GfiUt1Cf-1 IN J'iAULTiCUtTLJRAL AUSTRALiA: DIRECTIONS FOR
THE FUTURE
It must be acknowledged that every country has a more or less checkered record of its past
dealings with "strangers" or non-group members - ranging from tolerance and good will to
dislike, domination and aggression. It is the obligation of every generation to re-assess its past
anew from the standpoint of what is most worthwhile in its heritage in relation to the needs to
the present. With regards to the Church, that heritage is Catholic, universalist and pluralist,
while in the case of Australia as a country, that heritage has also been founded upon the tenets
of Christianity, with one of its most fundamental commandments to love one's neighbor.
In the achievement of this goal, the Papal vision of plurality is particularly applicable and
complements the principles of multiculturalism that have been evolved for the country as a
whole. The various ethnic groups that now contribute to the Church are linked by the all
embracing system of the Catholic faith - afaith which can continue its integrating role onlywhen
taken in its universal dimension, as manifested by the unityof local Churches with the Holy See.
The overarching Catholic framework, by linking peoples and incorporating their cultures - be
they "old" or "recent" migrants, of English-speaking or non-English speaking backgrounds,
members ofthe small or large ethnic groups - represents an important constituent of Australian
pluralism.
During his visit to Australia, ,john Paul II spoke in carefUlly couched terms, but he has
indicated his sorrow at the thought of the minority cultures being whittled down and
dispossessed of their core values, instead of contributing a new and vital force to the Catholic
community in this country. Their disappearance would weaken the Church and SUbject it even
more to the influences of the secularized mass culture which has little sympathy for spirituality
or religion and provides no support either for Catholic cultural life or the structural forms of the
Church.
One of the challenges to the Church which forms the main theme of his conference
revolves around the issue ot who constitutes' 'the Cathol ic community" in Australia. Many Irish
descended present-day Catholic Australians, although they may no longer identify with their
ancestry in explicit terms, still retain certain bonds of commonality and mutual sentiment, and
continue to be supported by the Catholic Church organization, and school system. It is this
group which up till now has regarded itself as constituting the Australian Catholic community.
The question arises, to what oxtent this original community has opened up to include the many
other ethnic groups that make up the membership of the Church in Australia. Can one already
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speak :}f a C:Ht,()!le; ("o,n",': Will
iin!(s third. fourth and fifth generation mainly Irish-derived
Sf'con e; generation Italian, Spanish, Croatian or Polish
Catholic Al,~! ,,3.ii'" -"": ' i -,
Australians? fClrnair.; :;,t~\ .;! ,::;t;'.dtHqonm, are united by the faith and structures of the
Church, but frtoqut?nli'l
',I 'i,J.1\1ing cultural interpretations of what constitutes an "ideal"
Catholic way uf Iifed18 possit>le rG,CirJpmachment of these different Catholic traditions must
be viewed afJainst the rF(;i il-i~~ rc,·,·'oscnnce of the Irish-derived Catholic population within the
mainstream ,)f non (atho!ic A\istraiia
As the
:~:i="UianZ,ilinl:nt ;,Ci' I~or/ and the simultaneous advances in the ecumeni
cal movement 113\10 DiumeCl th,;; fonnerl,,' clear demarcation lines between denominations,
including Cathol,CiS'" t l i " , : r trH" tdtllre tace ofthe Australian Church remains far from
clear. VViiI t l'1!'! onq!n:.'1 i (2Jf101:( (jfDlIP he pmpamd to implement the newly evolved concepts
of official mu!ticui!uralisrn of trl(' ::)[aLP-, and ,ne even more clearly defined pluralist ideology of
the Church? Is t'llS accepri1r·ce of pluralism onlY in name, or will this original group, which now
occupies a position of almost tOlal authorir'/ in the Australian Church, extend its commonality
to other ethnic Australian CathoiicS on terms of equality and shared responsibilities, and allow
them to make theif:~i:jHCificcuitural comribution to Australian Catholicism? Greater openness
tothe continued 2)(b"JrlCe of mher languages and cultures is a pre-requisite tothis acceptance
so that cultun,
",ilsm is I\ot seen as a burden. as it was in 1957, but as a God-given offering
from the u:""prSdi O'lurch to its Australian branch,
ShcuU Ina principal Catholic community prefer to keep its distance, and count on the
graduai !llssolution of otMr Catholic cultures by the effluxion of time and the passing of the
first g'3neration of migrants, it will not only dissipate the Christian cultural treasures ,~!hich the
Cr ,JUl has nurtured for centuries in Europe and in Asian countries such as the Philippines 
~,ut it wiil aiso find itself verf much alone. What remains of ethnic minority Catholics, may find
refuge in separation through the formation of enclaves, where they can persist on the periphery
of Australian life.
rnair; Catholic group would then be in danger of finding itself further
diluted, until little remained of its specifically Catholic tradition, except forthe structural facade
of schools and parishes, wrlich would continue to exist as empty shells devoid of most of their
Catholic cultural n18&nin'J
Structural differentiation of the Church, without real cultural pluralism supplied by the
Catholic tradition, would not benefit Australia either, since such a loss would impoverish it both
culturaliyand spiritually. This i& precisely the situation that John Paul" wants so desperately
Ilj b/okll
U:,:, (1;:,)<.1111\;, ac,:eprance of his doctrines ofthe unity offaith, and the plurality
of people:, a,'('1., ,:1: Ire,:;. I,n oPPOfiunity eXists fora Catholic renaissance in Australian through
the evolution (Ii d :'<"\'\1 (:atoKJiic tradition that IS based on the contribution of heritages of all
sections of Hw Chi;; el' populaIion in thiS country.
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